Board Meeting for April 17 2014
Present at meeting: Board: Joe Neelands (President), Scott Venables (Vice President), Kieran Hart
(Secretary), Mark Roberts (Treasurer), Daniel Sharp (Marketing Manager), Terry McNamara (Coach),
Jeremy Cole (Assistant Coach).

Topics
Team
Tournament
Banner
Sponsers
Merc
Non-profit Status
We will not be doing this unless we get some more funds.
Oregon Limited Liability Company (LLC)
LLC is in and waiting for approval.
2014 Season
The dual practices with Albany have been great. We have an agreement with Albany now that we
Will provide subs for them and they will do the dame for us.
The Willamette cup tournament May 17. The field is reserved and hope to occupy other.
Post-game will up at Down Ward Dog next to Cloud.
We will need help setting up, first game at 11:00 will start set up at 8:00.
The field will be chalked most likely will do it the night before going to try and get both fields
chalked.
Hope to have 11 vs 11 but we will run a game with whatever the teams want/have with 25 minute
half’s the final will be 20 minute.
Going to have two formats one for 5 team other for 6 teams
Going to have a piper walk around and play for a couple of hours around 12 to 2. Might get a drum
line are piper from Eugene to come up.
There is a great flyer that is going to be put up around town for the Tournament.
We are going to run an ad in the Advoce for the tournament.
We hope to have Tournament Tee shirts for sale, there is going to be hurlies, sliotar, and bumper
stickers there.
Need to give the goals a good run down before the tournament to make sure it all going to go
smooth.
Want pictures of the tournament will about a photographer but any pictures people can get would be
great.
Marketing
Rouge might still be in Joe is in contact with them. The advocate might do an article about the
brigade. The banner looks great there was discussion about how can we add sponsor name to the
banner area, hanging them, lawn sign, and stickers came up. We might see if Cloud has an thing that
we would like to put up.

